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With the trend of economic globalization and world factory, the logistics 
business are developing dramatically and facing more competition from both 
domestic and overseas market. Thus vendor evaluation and selection becomes a hot 
topic, and companies starts to look for a better solution on it. The purpose of this 
paper is to discuss the problems of vendor evaluation and selection in H company and 
how to solve them by using analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Firstly, this paper 
introduces the background of airfreight forwarding, and analyzes the domestic and 
international business environment. It is necessary for those middle and small size 
forwarders to standardize the vendor evaluation and selection. Secondly, by 
introducing and summarizing the theories of vendor evaluation and selection from 
domestic and abroad, this paper decides to use AHP theory for the research. Thirdly, 
this paper analyzes the problems in H company’ s vendor evaluation and selection, 
And analyzes the causes of these problems. then picks out some critical index to build 
up the evaluation system. According to AHP theory, the research compares these 
indexes and build up a matrix to apply it on H company. 
 By using AHP theory, this paper analyzes the vendors of H company and how H 
company evaluate and select them. These indexes in the evaluation matrix are all from 
the author’s working experience and knowledge, and by comparing these indexes to 
get the weight ration sorting, this research finds the best vendor for H company at the 
end. AHP plays an important role in the vendor evaluation and selection, and H 
company benefits a lot from it. This method can collect and simplify all the 
complicated indexes from various airlines, and improves the operational efficiency 
and lowers the operational cost, which support the development of H company and 
meet the end customer’s want and need.  Based on the above research, this paper 
gives an analysis on how to evaluate vendors, provides specific standards and select 
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和方案等 ；在 D阶段，执行改进的具体各项活动；在 C阶段，在改进过程中或
改进一定阶段后评估分析改进作用、针对不足的部分提出问题；而在 A阶段，改
进包括两个方面，一是对有效的改进方法进行推广，二是对不足的部分拟定新的
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